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Jeron Partners with Nursing Institute for Healthcare Design (NIHD)
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
July 25, 2019 – Niles, Illinois - - Supporting the Nursing
Institute for Healthcare Design (NIHD) as an Industry
Partner, Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. is furthering the
mission to advance the healthcare environment for positive
patient outcomes by exchanging opportunities in clinical
education, distinctive research and innovation, and
encouraging technological growth in the healthcare
industry.
NIHD’s mission is to engage and integrate clinical expertise
into the planning and design of healthcare environments.
They strive to provide professionals from around the world
beneficial and innovative tools on healthcare design or peer
education. They also bring the design community, facility managers, hospital administrators and clinicians
together to improve clinical work environments for better patient outcomes. In essence, they are shaping the
future of healthcare environments through clinical and inter-professional leadership and engagement.
“It is Jeron’s mission to provide unparalleled clinical communications and workflow efficiency to healthcare
facilities and to ultimately serve their populations with quality care,” added Debra Braun, BS, RN, Jeron’s
Director of Clinical Solutions. “As our solutions in care environment areas evolve, we firmly believe that
partnering with NIHD will keep us on the cusp of best practices in design and care innovation as we jointly
move toward the future.”
Their partnership began when NIHD spent their annual 4-day board retreat at Jeron’s corporate office in April.
The exchange of ideas came from very skilled leaders in their fields exchanging new insights about
manufacturing nurse call communications and the latest topics in healthcare engineering and design. This fall,
the Jeron + NIHD partnership will be in full force at the Healthcare Design Expo & Conference in New Orleans,
November 2-5.
ABOUT JERON ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC: A leader in communications systems for the healthcare and life safety
industries, Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. is the engineering and manufacturing force behind Provider Nurse Call and ProAlert Area of Rescue Systems. These systems facilitate communications, help speed response times and integrate with a
wide spectrum of alerting and notification technologies, all focused on delivering the highest levels of safety. From its
founding in 1965, Jeron has earned a solid reputation for innovation, quality and service. Jeron products are engineered
and manufactured in the USA. For more information please visit, www.jeron.com
ABOUT NURSING INSTITUTE FOR HEALTHCARE DESIGN: A non-profit organization dedicated to including and
encouraging clinical and inter-professional expertise in the design process. Professionals on both the design and clinical
side of the discussion are joining NIHD to network, collaborate and join industry partners as we shape the future of
healthcare design. For more information please visit: www.nursingihd.com.

